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Education,
Health/Fitness

Got Character?
Cool Tunes for Kids with Eric Herman

Comedy and interactive songs engage students to help them learn quickly and easily.

Once students start listening, they start learning! Bursting with comedy, creativity, interactive songs,
and non-stop participation, important concepts are conveyed in powerful and entertaining ways.
Students begin singing along in moments and without realizing it, they learn about creative thinking
and living a positive and healthy life!

Got Character? motivates and inspires living a positive, healthy life.

Eric’s message is we are what we choose, and he encourages students to: do the best they can,
think positively, have goals and perseverance, eat healthy and exercise, and be kind to others. Got
Character? is a great "Character Counts" program, and includes many aspects of living well,
including: bravery, responsibility, and treating others with respect.

Thinking outside the box encourages creative thinking and problem-solving.

Includes fun songs, interactive segments, and trick questions to encourage students to think and
discover in new ways. Eric teaches creative thinking and problem solving concepts such as
brainstorming, expecting the unexpected, and perseverance. This program teaches children to use
their own inspiration and creativity in whatever ways they choose to or need to throughout their
lives.

Presentation Time: 45 to 50 minutes
Set-Up Time: 30 minutes minimum; 45 to 60 minutes preferred
Take-Down Time: 20 to 30 minutes
Arrival: 45 to 60 minutes before presentation time. No assistance is needed
beyond accessibility to performance area.
Assembly Requirements: A portable whiteboard, blackboard, or easel with paper.
One power outlet with reasonable range of performance area. A small table and
chair. A bottle of water. Students should sit on the floor, with a center aisle
between them. **Please provide a copy of your school’s official policy toward
physical bullying, which Eric will refer to during the program.
Performer Provides: Eric will provide his own sound system and all related cords,
microphones, etc. Eric will provide PDF copies of some support documents which
can be distributed to the students prior to (or after) the assembly, which can help
to reinforce the concepts presented in the program. A copy of Eric’s DVD for your
school library will be sent ahead of time. If classrooms wish to show some of the
video s from the DVD in anticipation of Eric’s assembly, that is encouraged and
can be helpful for increasing the excitement about his arrival, but is not necessary.
PREPARE TO BE AMAZED!
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